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huawei modem unlocker software for windows is a program developed by different users for their windows based pc. the software supports different operating systems like windows xp, windows vista, windows 7, windows 8.1, windows 10 and mac. the software is easy to use and it is compatible with almost all types of windows based pc
models. the software is easy to use and doesn’t require any technical knowledge. added more supported models for read spc and etc..firmwares uploaded to support area page for : huaweiec1201includes not customized firmwarehuaweiec122includes not customized firmwarehuaweiec1260includes not customized

firmwarehuaweiec1261includes not customized firmwarehuaweiec1270huaweiec150 includes not customized firmwarehuaweiec152 huaweiec156includes not customized firmwarehuaweiec1561huaweiec159huaweiec167includes not customized firmwarehuaweiec168huaweiec169huaweiec1705 huaweiec176 includes not customized
firmwarehuaweiec177huaweiec178huaweiec179 includes not customized firmwarehuaweiec181 includes not customized firmwarehuaweiec189huaweiec306 includes not customized firmwarehuaweiec315huaweiec3372 includes not customized firmwarehuaweiec367huaweiec5072huaweiec5220includes not customized

firmwarehuaweiec5321 huaweiec5373huaweiec5377huaweiec5805huaweiec8189 huaweiec8201 includes not customized firmware added support for: ascend g525 ascend g527 ascend g615 ascend g7 plus ascend g8 ascend mate 8 ascend mate s honor 3c honor 3x honor 4a honor 5x huawei c8860v huawei h871g huawei kestrel ee huawei
mediapad m2 huawei net10 huawei softbank 204hw huawei stream s 302hw huawei y6
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We are now ready to talk about how to use the Huawei modem unlocker for your modem. Before proceeding to the methods on how to unlock Huawei modems, let us have a look at some of the most popular Huawei modems on the market. You will need to have a USB type C Cable to connect
your modem to the computer. The type C cable is only to be used with Huawei modems. You can find them easily at any store. Here are a few of the modems that Huawei has in their range: Once we have the modem in question and the cable, we are ready to use the Huawei modem unlocker. We
have two hardware Huawei modems which have different model numbers. Read bootloader codes, unlock FRP codes are included in this article. If you are having a modem and are tired of using the same network or SIM, you may want to know the answer to the question of how to unlock modem
to use any SIM. To do the said option, you would have to open any of the modems and insert to manufacture mode. Once you have your modem in place, you will have to type in the number or the letters to the unlock Huawei modem. For details, you can visit our website atits.net/how-to-unlock-
modem-using-windows/ Added:Modems:Huawei E392 (123616)Huawei E188 Optus Australia (123616) Novatel Ovation MC679Vodafone K3806Routers:Sierra Wireless AirCard AC760SSierra Wireless AirCard AC763SZTE WEBPOCKET 21.6Huawei Kestrel EE ()(2846579()()= )(full guide here)Huawei
Net10(Direct unlock, Read unlock codes, Read bootloader code)Working with all versions (including wifi version M2-801w) Entering to manufacture mode from calculator ()()2846579()()= (full guide here) Huawei Y6(If you are having a modem and are tired of using the same network or SIM, you
may want to know the answer to the question of how to unlock modem to use any SIM. To do the said option, you would have to install any of the modem unlocking software to reconfigure your modem. One of such popular modems which can be altered to take any SIM is the Huawei modem. In

this article, you will learn the method to unlock Huawei modem using your PC. 5ec8ef588b
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